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Chapter 1 : Easter Basket Printable
Easter is coming, and there are few better paper crafts for this springtime holiday than handmade baskets. In this post,
we'll share a FREE Easter basket template, plus instructions on how to weave mini paper baskets that you can fill with
decorated eggs, sweets and other Easter treats.

Fold each piece in half crosswise with the pattern on the inside. Make these measurements on both pieces, and
place the fold at the bottom, as shown. At the folded edge, measure 2" in from the right side and make a mark.
At the top edge, make a mark 2" in from the right side. Then, draw a line from the marks to the corners, as
shown. Cut both pieces along these lines. Then, place one with the fold at the bottom, and the other one
crosswise over it, matching the bottom edge. Reverse the orientation and make the same mark on the other
piece. Divide the width of each piece into 4 equal parts. Then, make a dot at each inch. Draw parallel lines at
these dots, stopping at the line you drew in Step 3. Cut along these lines, stopping at the line you drew in Step
3. Do this to both pieces of paper. Unfold both pieces and re-fold them in half with the pattern facing out.
Place them in this orientation. There are lots of good tutorials on the web for this part of the process â€” my
favorites are at Gingerbread Snowflakes and Amazing Moms. Now that the weaving is done, carefully fold up
the bottom point of the basket as shown. The pattern on the tip should match the pattern of the weaving.
Crease this fold with a bone folder or the back of your thumbnail. Use a craft knife to make a small slit
through the folded tip and the layer of paper behind it. You could also trace a circle with a template. If you
have fancier flower punches, feel free to use them. Punch or cut a hole in the center of the flower. Poke a brad
through this hole. Now poke the ends of the brad through the slits you cut in the basket. Flatten the back of the
brad out to secure it. Cut the top of the basket into a rounded shape. You can use a round template, like a plate
or bowl, or just cut it freehand. If you have decorative scissors, this is a great place to use them. Hold them
together with a paper clip while the glue dries. Cut a 2" x 12" strip from one of the leftover pieces of paper.
Fold this in half lengthwise, pattern facing out, and glue it together in the center. This is the handle of your
basket. Glue the ends to the inside of the basket. Add more flowers or other embellishments like ribbon,
buttons, etc. Diane Gilleland produces CraftyPod , a blog and bi-weekly podcast about making stuff. Her first
book, Kanzashi In Bloom , will be out in July.
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Chapter 2 : Quick and Easy Paper Basket How To - Sweet Anne Designs
For a paper plate Easter basket, cut a handle out of the top half of two paper plates and punch holes around the bottom
half. Sew the blates together, decorate and add grass and candies or eggs. Sew the blates together, decorate and add
grass and candies or eggs.

Birthday Paper Easter Basket Instructions This paper easter basket design from my sister is just the sweetest!
It is so quick to make too! All you need is a square sheet of paper or card, and some scissors and glue.
Materials You will need Sheet of paper or card. A 6" 15 cm square makes a nice mini-basket. Pencil Adhesive
tape or glue Optional: Paper Easter Basket Instructions Step 1: Place your paper nice-side-down. With a pencil
and ruler, draw an evenly spaced 3 by 3 grid onto the square, as if you were going to play
noughts-and-crosses. I usually use a 6" square of paper, so my lines are spaced 2" apart. Fold and unfold along
each of the lines to make a crease. See how in the photo from step 1, the lines going in from the top and
bottom are drawn a bit darker? Well, you want to cut along those lines, so that your piece of paper looks like
this: Fold up the left and right sides of the paper to turn it into a basket like this. Tape or glue the folds into
place. Step 4 Use a thin strip of paper to make a handle, and tape or glue it on. The strip should be about the
same length as your square, e. I used a 6" square to make my basket, so I used a 6" long strip to make the
handle. I also put some brads through the base of the handle just to make it shiny: You might also like
Chapter 3 : Paper plate Easter basket craft - NurtureStore
With the Printable Paper Easter Basket tutorial, finishing your Easter baskets is easier than ever. Simply use the free
printable, follow the step-by-step directions and start stuffing your baskets with sweet treats.

Chapter 4 : Easter Clip Art and Templates | Martha Stewart
Easy Easter Basket Craft for Kids (Free Printable Cutout Template) is a post from contributing writer Rob @ Art for Kids
Hub! I can't believe Easter is already here! My little kids wanted Easter baskets and we haven't had two seconds to even
think about it. So, I decided to make a simple Easter.

Chapter 5 : Easter basket templates free to print and make | MadeForMums
We've created a simple Easter DIY for you guys that you can whip up in five minutes. These DIY Modern Paper Easter
Baskets are so stinking cute for the kids, for your Easter place settings or to set out as Easter decor.

Chapter 6 : Paper Easter Baskets | Martha Stewart
When it comes to Easter crafts, I love making baskets best of all because the possibilities are limitless. In the past we've
made them from toilet rolls, yoghurt tubs, and paper. This year I decided to design some printable paper bunnies for
them to make, and they both loved them.

Chapter 7 : Paper Basket | Printable Templates & Coloring Pages | www.nxgvision.com
Or Follow These Simple Step by Step Instructions. Print our template (you can grab it at the end of the tutorial). Heaver
print paper works best for this, as regular print paper will be hard to work with (but not impossible).

Chapter 8 : Paper Easter Basket to Make
The GIANT BOX of Hershey's candy I received in the mail (two days after I started Weight Watchers no comments on
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the internal struggle that followed the chocolate's arrival) served as inspiration for these handmade paper Easter baskets
(template for free printable Easter baskets below!).

Chapter 9 : How-To: Weave a Paper Easter Basket | Make:
by Noreen Doll. Craft this easy paper basket for Easter favors or a kid's party. This quick and easy basket only needs a
square of paper, plus a strip for the handle, and some brads to attach the handle.
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